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Use 3 examples in your answer. Cantor, page Their only defense against living in these harsh environments
was elision; faith in God was their only hope for salvation in the after life. However strange it may sound; I
am passionate about Gothic art since childhood. This style permeated throughout the European countryside
and was the prominent look of the Gothic Based on this assumption, many analysts have argued that most
facades of Gothic churches in parts of Italy are almost indistinguishable from Romanesque as they have a wide
range of similarities. Some of the first buildings made using this style are the Basilica of Saint Denis and the
Cathedral of Sens. The historians are able to decipher as such by looking at the recurring structural feature and
ornamental feature of certain buildings of certain time period A great example of Romanesque architecture is
the Piazza dei Miracoli which use to be known as Piaxxa del Duomo and is located in Pisa, Tuscany, Italy.
The earlier church burned in , it was rebuilt and has gained a much more appreciated and admirable character
distinction, statuary, and stained glass Over time, masons began to test the waters and push the limits. Cantor,
page Ornamentation throughout the middle ages gave people an understanding to life and glorifying god. Even
when food was abundant, serfs still lacked a dependable source of essential vitamins, leaving them weak and
vulnerable to death. The workers such as the architects, sculptors, blacksmiths, and many others, believed that
being a part of the construction would bring them fame and fortune. Many artists from multiple cultures have
arisen and created masterpieces of art: Everything from paintings, to massive architecture, and statues. An
example of these remarkable ceilings can be seen in the Bourges Cathedral in Bourges, France; this
memorable Cathedral shows the perfect use of ribbed vaults. Even the general shape and design of the
Romanesque churches versus Gothic churches show Christians values. Romanesque sculptures evolved over
the years having three distinct periods. The Gothic style was an over exaggerated, awe-inspiring attempt to
become closer to God. Learn More According to historic findings and recordings, Romanesque architecture
thrived during the Medieval or Middle Ages and was highly associated with Normans. The Holocaust
memorial on Meridian Avenue at Miami Beach shows a really great resemblance to roman architecture, even
though the roman temples were to honor the gods and the Holocaust memorial was to honor the dead of
millions of Jews who died at the hands of the Nazis; the look of the columns show similar form to those used
in Roman buildings like Maison Carree, Nimes The king had lords and nobles who served him, controlling the
land in exchange for protection of the serfs, villains or peasants. This is why we see Romanesque architecture
throughout France and areas of Spain. Intrigued by the beauty in structure but puzzled by the very
construction, without technology for building purposes has researchers mind wondering. The Gothic period
was characterized by the following: thin walls, pointed arches, stained glass, and flying buttresses Icher , 
Chartres prompted the elimination of the gallery during construction and the rejection of certain characteristic
Champagne features. Despite the fact that most of these buildings have been ruined throughout history as a
result of war and politics, there are some which have remained intact. I grew up in Riga, on the shore of the
Baltic Sea, in the atmosphere of mysterious charm of the ancient city where every street, building and
numerous churches and cathedrals preserved the memory of a dark and magical world of the Middle Ages.
The design of the interior volumes, the delineations of bays by piers and colonettes, the rigor of the side aisles
and ambulatory â€” these features comprise one of the most logical spatial arrangements known to Gothic
architecture. This involved the types of architecture, the styles and the people who influenced or improved the
constructions. As trade and natural movement of people brought artistic or architectural influences to other
places, one can recognize an evolution of ideas and adaptation to the tools available in the area. These French
gothic cathedrals took several generations to be completed. Weeks, one of California 's most significant
architects. Cathedrals during this time were competing to be the tallest, which symbolized wealth and power
Scott, pig  Taller than the ancient pyramids in Egypt, large enough to hold the Statue of Liberty; with a
hundred million pounds of stone, seemingly weightless, yet as heavy as the Empire State Building This
happened for many reasons. The amount of light let in by the two comparative architectural types has a lot to
do with the feel and mood of the interior. Romanesque style only lasted for nearly one hundred years before
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the Gothic style replaced it entirely. There are some discrepancies about when Gothic first came to England.
Through the importance of their faith, they used that strength to guide them. Originally their use was to sprout
out water from the roof tops and to flow them to the street below, but for unreligious citizens it was to
motivate them in to the safety of church. The very large, well lit gallery opens to the central nave through
triple arched openings.


